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Summary

This document contains a summary of the most important new features of SDTM-ETL 4.3
and bug fixes.
There are many minor improvements and new features that are not described in this
document, but that can be found in other manuals / tutorials of SDTM-ETL 4.3.
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Mapping Completeness report for hypervertical ODM
structures
SDTM-ETL 4.2 introduced a number of new features for the case of "hypervertical" ODM
structures, i.e. where the ItemGroups contain items for respectively "parameter name",
"parameter description" and "parameter value" (EAV - Entity-Attribute-Value system).
As in such structures, the list of tests performed (or questions asked) is not in individual
ItemDefs anymore, but in a codelists referenced by the "parameter name" ItemDef, another
approach is needed when one wants to obtain which tests and questions have been used in
mappings, this in order to find out whether the mappings is "complete". The menu used for
obtaining such a "completeness report" for this is "View - Mapping Completeness Report":
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When used, and new in SDTM-ETL 4.3 is, that a new wizard is displayed, asking the user
whether to use the (classic way) of using the ODM tree of the items, or (new) to use the items
from a codelists, which is usually the case when working with hypervertical structures.

When "Use Item from ODM CodeList" is selected, the user is asked to select the appropriate
codelist, e.g.:



In our case, the codelist with OID "CL.IT.Parameter" contains the list of all tests and
questions, e.g.:

After the appropriate codelist is selected, and "OK" is clicked, the "mapping completeness
report" is assembled (which can take a bit of time), and displayed to the user. For example:



showing that (and how) "Weight" from the source was mapped to SDTM.
In case no mapping was found (from the XPath expressions in the mapping scripts), this is
also reported. For example:

IMPORTANT!
- "No mappings found" does not necessarily mean that the item was never used. It means that
it was not used in a direct way in an XPath expression (i.e. in a query to the ODM).
When an item is reported with "No mappings found", the user should carefully check the
mappings, and also check the SDTM results.
There may be good reasons why an item from the ODM was not used, such as e.g. "cleaning
aids" for which a typical example is "Did any adverse events occur".
- When an item from the ODM is reported to be used in a mapping, this does not necessarily
mean that a result for it will appear in the SDTM, or that the mapping is correct. For example,
if one maps "Weight" to the "LB" (Laboratory) domain, this obviously is incorrect.
After all, SDTM is about "categorization" of data, which always is ... arbitrary1.

1 An example is "Oxygen Saturation". If it is measured from blood retrieved from the subject, it will go into LB.
When it is read from a pulse oxymeter, it goes into ... VS.



The generated "Mapping Completeness Report" can then be saved to file as HTML (e.g. for
discussion with colleagues) by using the button "Save HTML":

Also new are the checkboxes "Store statistics as CSV" and "Store mapping report as XML" in
the prior dialog:

The former will generate a CSV file that can e.g. be used in spreadsheets like Excel. It lists
each of the items with the number of mappings found for it, and to which dataset/domain the
item was mapped to. For example:



The "Mapping Completeness Report" in XML format can be used in other (more modern
applications). The format is shown below:

If received well by the customers, the "Mapping Completeness Report" in XML format will
further be optimized and enhanced. We do however realize many companies still use Excel
for such tasks.

Support for "HasNoData" in Define-XML 2.1
CDISC Define-XML 2.1 has a new feature for indicating that a dataset has no data, i.e. is
empty. This property can now be set (at least when Define-XML version 2.1 is used) using the
menu "Edit - SDTM Domain Properties" or "Edit - SEND Domain Properties" in the case of
CDISC-SEND, or by a double-click of the first cell (containing the dataset information) in the
SDTM table. When doing so, in the case of Define-XML 2.1, one will notice an additional
checkbox in the dialog:

https://www.cdisc.org/standards/data-exchange/define-xml
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When checked, the underlying "ItemGroupDef" for that dataset definition will have like:

<ItemGroupDef OID="MyStudy:VS" Name="VS" Domain="VS" def:HasNoData="Yes" ...

IMPORTANT: currently, setting "Dataset will have no data" to "true" will not prevent to add
mappings (which will generate data in the dataset) for that dataset, nor to delete the existing
mappings for that dataset. It remains the responsibility of the user to, when the checkbox was
checked, to take care that the dataset really has no data.

Multiple instances of the same domain
In some cases, users will want to have multiple instances of the same (SDTM) domain. This is
already required for QS (Questionnaires) when there is more than one questionnaire used in
the study. In such cases, the requirement is that there is one individual instance of QS per
single questionnaire. For example, in the "SDTM Metadata Submission Guidelines v.2.0", one
will find a QSPH (Patient Health Questionnaire-9 ) dataset and a QSSL dataset (Satisfaction
with Life Survey). CDISC often speaks about "splitted datasets", but this designation is
essentially wrong, as no splitting of whatsoever was done: one just generates two or more
datasets based on the same SDTM domain.
Having different instances of the same domain can however also have advantages for other
domains than QS (where it is required), for example, to keep file size at an acceptable level.
We also often encourage customers to develop different instances for e.g. LB (Laboratory), as
that not only makes mapping considerably easier, but also makes review of the datasets much
more "reviewer-friendly", the reviewer not having to filter or sort a dataset with millions of
rows. For LB, one can e.g. have different instances based on the category (LBCAT), like
"urinalysis", "hematology", "chemistry". This would e.g. mean that one then generates the
datasets such as LBUR, LBHM, LBCH, ... Remark that dataset names (except for SUPPxx



datasets) are limited to 4 characters by the SDTMIG2.

When having multiple instances of the same domain, one will sometimes want to keep the
properties of the different instances identical, and sometimes not.
For example, for QS, it doesn't make sense to align the properties (variable lengths, associated
codelists, etc.) aligned between the different instances.
In the case of LB for example, one may want to merge (maybe on request of the regulatory
authority) the different instances into a single (probably huge) LB dataset later. This may
become complicated when the properties of the different instances differ, for example if the
number of variables between the different instances differ, like when one there are timepoints
(LBTPT, LBTPTNUM, ...) defined for one category of lab data, but none for another category
of lab data. Also the "length" for the same variable can differ between different instances of
the same domain, making merging a bit more complicated in the case of having to use the
outdated SAS Transport 5 format3. If only the "lengths" differ between variables, SDTM-ETL
4.3 will however take the largest value for the "length" when also generating a "super",
merged dataset (and the corresponding SUPPxx dataset) in XPT format, when the checkbox
"Additionally generate a merged dataset for 'split' domain datasets" was checked (see next
section)

New features have been added to SDTM-ETL v.4.3 to allow the user to align, or to omit
aligning properties between different instances of the same domain.

Assume that we already have set up a study-specific LB dataset.

and we now want to add an additional one.
This can be done by either drag-and-drop from the template, or drag-and-drop CES:LB itself.
The result will then be a dialog showing up:

2 This is once again due to the use of the outdated SAS Transport 5 format (see the TS-140 specification). It
allows for up to 8 characters for dataset names. Very probably the 4-character rule is meant to avoid that the
corresponding "supplemental qualifier" dataset get a name that has more than 8 characters. For example, when
allowing LBCHEM, the corresponding "supplemental qualifier" dataset would have to be named
SUPPLBCHEM (by "naming convention"), which exceeds 8 characters. Modern IT looks different ...
3 Merging would be a "no brainer" in the case we would be allowed to use modern transport  formats like CDISC
Dataset-JSON or Dataset-XML.



recommending to rename the dataset to something more usual.
After clicking "OK", we can then change the properties of "LB.1" by double click of the first
cell, or by selecting the "LB.1" row and then using the menu "Edit - SDTM Domain
Properties". This leads to:

New in v.4.3 of SDTM-ETL is that one edits the "Name", the values of "OID", "SAS Datatset
Name" and "def:ArchiveLocation" will automatically be synchronized, meaning that when
one types in the "Name" field, the values in the latter fields will automatically be adapted. For
example:



One can then still individually edit the field "OID", "SAS Dataset Name" and
"def:ArchiveLocationID", but this usually will not make much sense.
Remark that the field "Domain" remains unchanged, and when one tries to edit it, one will get
the warning:

Also, when trying to edit the "SAS Dataset Name" (another relict of SAS Transport 5), a
warning will be shown when clicking the "OK" button:

with the opportunity to still adapt the value by clicking "No".

When then finally "saving" the changed properties (one can also adapt the dataset "label"
somewhat to make it clearer what the dataset is about), a new dialog is shown:



If one selects "Yes", meaning that also the OIDs of the variables will be adapted (e.g. the OID
for LBTESTCD, which is "LB.LBTESTCD" will then be changed into "LBUR.LBTESTCD".
This then means that the properties for LBTESTCD, such as length, associated codelist, ...)
will be different between the different instances of the LB domain.

When selecting "No" however, the OIDs of the variables of all instances of the LB domain
will be identical, i.e. one aligns the properties of the variables between the different instances.
This can make sense when one later wants to merge all the LB instances into a single LB
(which may cause a huge LB dataset however). It however also means that in the final
define.xml, one will want or need to define a lot of ValueLists to differentiate between the
different categories of data.

Having dataset and variable properties differing between different instances of the same
domain always makes sense in the case of QS (as reviewers will not want to merge these
anyway), and depends on what wants to do in the case of e.g. LB.

In our example, one can then still also rename the original "LB" dataset, into e.g. LBHE (for
"hematology", e.g. leading to:

Notice that for example, for LBTESTCD, the OIDs have been changed into
"LBCH.LBTESTCD" and "LBUR.LBTESTCD" respectively, meaning that although the
variable name is the same (it still is "LBTESTCD"), the properties can differ, depending on
whether the variable is used in LBCH (Chemistry) or LBUR (Urinalysis). For example, the
contents of the associated codelist for LBTESTCD can then differ for "Chemistry" and for
"Urinalysis" (which completely makes sense). Both codelists will probably be a subset of the
CDISC "LBTESTCD" codelist (NCI-code C65047), maybe extended with codes for which
there is no CDISC code.

Similarly, when one wants to add an additional "standard" variable to one of the instances,
using the menu "Insert -  New SDTM Variable", e.g. LBTSTDTL ("Test Detail")  for LBCH:



and, after filling the necessary field (like maximal length), and clicking OK, the classic
dialogs will be showed:

followed by a new dialog:

asking whether LBTSTDTL also needs to be added to the "other" instance of LB (i.e. LBUR)
or not. If one clicks "Yes", both instances of LB will then have an LBTSTDTL variable
(although with possible different properties). When clicking "No", LBTSTDTL is only
inserted into the LBCH ("Chemistry") instance, and not into LBUR ("Urinalysis").
This is just fine, and probably very useful when LBTSTDTL does not make sense in LBUR
(only unnecessary blowing up the XPT file size with a column that has no data), but it may
make things complicated when later wanting to merge LBCH and LBUR into a single dataset.

If "No" is clicked, we will find:

i.e. variable LBTSTDTL has only been added to the LBCH instance.

This, and other features for working with different instances of the same domain, is explained



in a separate tutorial "Best practices for Questionnaires and other 'split' domains".

Merging different dataset instances for the same
domain when needing to use SAS-XPT format
The SAS Transport (5 or 8) format ("XPT") is not only completely outdated (it was developed
to allow exchange between IBM mainframes and VAX workstations - do you still have one of
these?), it is also extremely inefficient. Essentially, the records in XPT files are nothing else
than sort of "punch cards" each having the same length.
The reason is that for each variable in the dataset, the "length" has to be set to at least the
maximum length of an individual value for that length (with a maximum of 200). Suppose for
example, that for a specific findings dataset, all the --ORRES variables have either the value
"Y" or "N", but there is only one --ORRES value "the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy
dog" (43 characters), than all "Y" and "N" fields in the file are padded with 42 blanks.
Otherwise said, for the --ORRES column only, the data file will consist of over 95% of
blanks. This also means that when using a modern format like Dataset-JSON, the file size
could be about 50 times smaller.
This extreme inefficiency is also the reason FDA states "the allotted length for each column
containing character (text) data should be set to the maximum length of the variable used in
the individual dataset" thus reducing further "damage"4.

Very often, it makes sense to have different instances of the same domain, especially when
there is a lot of data for it. Usually, this applies to the LB domain. Unless there is only a small
amount of lab data, generating different instances of LB, usually based on the "category"
(which is then set in LBCAT) completely makes sense. This not only makes the mapping
considerably more easy, but also makes review of the lab data by the regulatory authorities
considerably easier ("reviewer-friendly"). For example, reviewing a dataset with several
millions of records for different categories of lab data is extremely tedious.

SDTM-ETL encourages developing different instances of the same domain by nature. If done
in a clever way, e.g. by basing the different instances on the different categories of the (e.g.
lab) data, "reviewer-friendly" SDTM datasets are produced.
There can be situations however, that a reviewer still wants to obtain a "merged" or "overall"
single dataset, although this usually doesn't make sense.
As of version 4.2, SDTM-ETL enables to additionally generate a "merged" dataset when it
detects that there are different instances of the same domain to be generated. This feature can
be switched on by checking the checkbox "Additionally generate a merged dataset for 'split'
domain datasets":

4 It is a bit strange that FDA first mandates an extremely inefficient format, which by nature, leads to very large
file sizes, and then forces sponsors to "optimize" the files for variable length. This is like mandating people to
drive an extremely polluting car (e.g. Diesel driven), and then say they should drive slower to reduce the
pollution.



The checkbox will however only appear in the case of SAS-XPT as the output format. We
will later also introduce it for Dataset-JSON, depending on the outcome of the Dataset-JSON-
FDA pilot.
In v.4.2, "merging" different instances of the same domain only worked when all variables
within the domain, over the different instances had the same properties (i.e. shared the same
Define-XML "ItemDefs"). As of v.4.3, it is however possible to have different properties for
the same SDTM variable, depending on the domain instance (see before). For example, in one
instance, the "length" of the --ORRES variable may have been set to 10, whereas it is set to 20
in another instance. For merging with SAS-XPT, this may lead to problems, as XPT is a
"fixed-field-length" format. Therefore, the algorithm for merging has been altered.
When merging different instances of the same domain, the software will now first look up
what the maximum length set for each variable is in each of the instances, and use that length
for the "merged" dataset. In our example, this would mean that it is found that for the different
instances of the --ORRES variable, it is found that the maximum length set is 20, and that
length will be used for the --ORRES field in the merged dataset.
This of course increases the inefficiency in the merged dataset (increasing the number of
"blank" bytes), but that is inherent to SAS Transport - so blame the FDA ...

Furthermore, in version 4.3, the generation of "merged" datasets has been extended to also
generate a "merged" dataset when also different instances of SUPPxx are being generated. For
example, when we have a LBUR (urinalysis) and a LBCH (blood chemistry) instance of LB,
and these have one or more non-standard variables that will then be "banned" into
SUPPLBUR and SUPPLBCH, and the checkbox "Additionally generate a merged dataset for
'split' domain datasets" is checked, also a single SUPPLB SAS-XPT dataset will be generated,
combining the records from SUPPLBUR and SUPPLBCH.

New is also that the distribution comes with a separate software, named
"XML2SASDatasetMerger", allowing to merge different datasets for the same domain, into a
single SAS-XPT dataset.

All these features are explained in the tutorial "Merging Datasets", which can be found at the
SDTM-ETL website.
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Generate "Enumerated" CodeList from
"CodeListItem" CodeList
On request of one of our customers, we also added the feature to generate a codelist
containing only "enumerated" items, i.e. a simple list of items, starting from a codelist that has
as well coded values as "decoded", i.e. containing the meaning of the code in one or more
languages.

When using the feature using the menu "Edit - Create Enumerated CodeList from
CodeListItem CodeList"

only the "decoded" values for the selected language (which can be the "default" language") is
retained, including the NCI codes (when present).

By default, the new codelist has the OID of the source codelist, extended with
".ENUMERATED", and also the codelist name is extended with "- Enumerations". For
example, when using this feature on the codelist "CL.C111106.RETESTCD" with name
"Respiratory Test Code", the OID of the new codelist will be
"CL.C111106.RETESTCD.ENUMERATED" and the new name will be "Respiratory Test
Code - Enumerations":

Of course one can then still change the values for the new OID and new name.



The newly created codelist then contains:

This feature can e.g. be used when one has a sponsor-defined codelist for tests (--TESTCD
codelist) with the meaning of the test codes included, or when one has extended an existing
CDISC codelist considerably, and also wants to generate the corresponding codelist for the -
-TEST variable.

Implementation of "CT Relationships"
Unfortunately, the CDISC-CT team has always refused to publish subsets of existing codelists
for specific use cases. For example, all SDTM flag variables (ending with "FL" in the variable
name) must, according to the SDTM-IGs, obey the C66742 "NY" codelist, having 4 allowed
values, but at the same time, only "Y" is allowed in the case of -FL variables according to the
SDTM-IG. So it would make sense to also have a "Yes-only" subset codelist. The CT team
however still refuses to publish such a codelist. The only way to find out whether such a
subset codelist is applicable for a specific SDTM variable, is to look into the PDF SDTM-IG,
inspecting the "CDISC Notes" or "Assumptions". There was no electronic form of this
information.
This is where the "CT Relationships" come into play. It, among other things, provides
information about which subset codelists are applicable for which variables under which
conditions. The newest version of it has been published as part of the "CDISC Wiki", and is
available in electronic form in Excel, JSON, and YAML. We decided to use the JSON
implementation.

When a template or study-specific define.xml is loaded, the JSON file is read and internally
stored. When then asking for the "CDISC Notes" for a specific SDTM variable (for SDTM-
IG 3.3 or 3.4), using either CTRL-H or the menu "View - SDTM CDISC Notes", the
information from the "CT Relationships" is looked up, and added to the information dialog.
For example, for AEENRF (End Relative to Reference Period):



showing that only 5 values of codelist C66728 (otherwise containing 8 values) are allowed.

Also remind that when one has a CDISC Library account and API key (and has added it into
the "properties.dat" file, one can also have the CDISC Library information added, by clicking
the "Add CDISC Library information" button. For example:



When now trying to map such a variable for which the "CT Relationships" apply, either by
drag-and-drop, or by direct editing the mapping script for the variable, the system will
compare the currently assigned codelist with the one from the "CT Relationships", and if
these differ, ask the user to replace the currently assigned codelist by the one provided by the
"CT Relationships" (which usually is a subset of the current codelist). For example for
AESER when doing drag-and-drop from the ODM item "Adverse Event Serious" to the cell
"AESER":



After drag-and-drop:

followed by:



and when clicking "Yes", the subset codelist is generated and applied to AESER:

followed by the mapping wizard:



and the generated mapping script:

The originally assigned codelist (provided by the SDTMIG table) has 4 terms:
"N", "Y", "NA" and "U"
but the "CDISC Notes" in the SDTMIG only allow "N" and "Y", having been implemented in
the "CT Relationships" in electronic format.

Remind that the "CT Relationships" only apply to SDTMIG versions 3.3, and not to SEND or
earlier SDTMIG versions.

Current limitations:



In some cases, e.g. for EGSTRESC, more than one codelist is proposed. In such a case,
currently only the last one encountered in the "CT Relationships" file is presented to the user.
In a next version, in such a case, a dialog will be presented asking the user which one to
assign, or to not assign a codelist at all, with the suggestion that a ValueList may be more
suitable.

Extended automated --LOBXFL generation

For some time now, for SDTM, FDA requires to have a --LOBXFL variable "Last
Observation before First Exposure" for each "Findings" dataset, with the value being "Y" if
the record is the last observation for that specific test before the first drug or treatment
exposure. FDA nor CDISC however state how "specific test" should be defined.
Some information can however be deduced from the FDA validation rule SD1445
(FDAB026)5.
Before version 4.3, we implemented the automated calculation of --LOBXFL as a
postprocessing step on basis of USUBJID and --TESTCD, i.e. for each unique value of -
-TESTCD within the records for a single subject, a maximum of one record is assigned to be
the "last observation before first exposure" with --LOBXFL=Y.

This may however be not sufficient.
For example, suppose an LB dataset is containing records for both glucose in urine as glucose
in blood. These have to be regarded as two separate tests, so in such a case, within each
subject, we need to assign a "last observation before first exposure" flag for each separately,
meaning that we may have one flag for the combination of LBTESTCD=GLUC with
LBSPEC=URINE and one for the combination of LBTESTCD=GLUC with
LBSPEC=BLOOD.
Also, for e.g. two blood pressure measurements, one in sitting, and one in lying position,
LBTESTCD for both will be SYSBP and/or DIABP, meaning that we may have up to 4 "last
observation before first exposure" flags (one for each combination).

As of version 4.3, the automated postprocessing --LOBXFL calculation uses the variables
USUBJID, --TESTCD, --CAT, --SCAT, --POS, --METHOD, --SPEC, --LOC and --LAT,
extended with --RSLSCL (Result Scale) for the case of SDTMIG-3.4.
The latter is necessary for e.g. the case that there are 2 tests of "glucose in urine", one being
quantitative (i.e. a concentration) and one being ordinal (with values of e.g. +1, +2, ...).

This is now also depicted in the tooltip on the checkbox in the "Execute Transformation"
window:

5 See e.g. https://www.fda.gov/media/103587/download
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The current extension will further help to improve the assignment of --LOBXFL values in an
automated way.

Two important remarks:
- in order to have the --LOBXFL values automatically calculated in the postprocessing step,
you need to have the --LOBXFL column present, and have a "placeholder" script like:

- Do not use this option when you have provided your own mapping script(s) for --LOBXFL,
e.g. based on time points (--TPT or --TPTNUM). For example, if there is a time point "1
minute for first dose", and there is always a collected value for it, you may decide to assign
the --LOBXFL flag on basis of this, by having a script that does so for the --LOBXFL
variable.

For SDTM-ETL v.4.4 we are further planning that the use can also select to have the -
-LOBXFL assignment being based on the LOINC code for the test uniqueness.
After all, the LOINC code is the only real identifier for test uniqueness, something that
CDISC unfortunately does not want to acknowledge ("not-invented-here" syndrome).

Updated Dataset-JSON generation
CDISC has published the specification for a new, modern transport format (aimed to replace
the outdated SAS Transport 5 format), named Dataset-JSON.
A pilot has been set up with the FDA, together with the Phuse organization, who has set up
several working groups, for which already very many people have volunteered.
This shows that there is also a strong drive from the industry to finally get rid of SAS

https://www.cdisc.org/dataset-json
https://advance.phuse.global/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=75399236


Transport format for regulatory submissions.

We therefore expect that Dataset-JSON will be accepted in 2024 by FDA, and that other
regulatory authorities such as PMDA and NMPA will soon follow6.

We already introduced the generation of SDTM/SEND datasets in Dataset-JSON format in
version SDTM-ETL v.4.1. In the mean time however, the specification of Dataset-JSON has
slightly changed, so we updated the SDTM-ETL software correspondingly.

Remark that also CDISC's validation (open source) CORE software is currently being
updated for Dataset-JSON, which will help FDA and other regulatory authorities to work with
as well Dataset-JSON as CORE, essentially making their currently used validation software
(which is very buggy and produces many "false positives" superfluous.

Remark that the use of CORE has already been implemented in SDTM-ETL as of version 4.2.

A separate tutorial covering CORE validation is available on the SDTM-ETL website.

CDISC CORE Validation
CDISC CORE is a revolution in the area of validation of CDISC datasets for submissions of
datasets to the regulatory authorities (and beyond that).

As one of the first software vendors (if not the first), we have implemented CORE in our
software, enabling to use CORE from within SDTM-ETL v.4.2. The implementation allows to
select on datasets generated, as well as on rules to be executed during the validation process.

As CORE is still evolving, we have implemented it so that the CORE engine can easily be
exchanged for a newer version (which we will make available regularly) without the need of
an SDTM-ETL software update.

A separate tutorial covering CORE validation is available on the SDTM-ETL website.

6 Especially for PMDA (Japan) and NMPA (China), getting rid of SAS Transport format, and moving to a
modern JSON format would be a huge step forward, as SAS Transport does not support Asian characters. JSON
however uses Unicode by default, fully supporting all characters of any written language in the world.
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Define.xml validation - RESTful Web Services

The define.xml validation (menu "Validate - Validate define.xml" uses Schematron to
implement the validation rules published by the CDISC Define-XML team.
For Define-XML 2.1, some of these rules check against the SDTM or SEND standard, for
example the requirement that when a variable is "required", the "Mandatory" attribute in the
define.xml is set to "Yes". Such rules require the use of a RESTful Web Service (RWS) that
was developed for this purpose. See http://xml4pharmaserver.com/WebServices/ for details
about the RWS used.

The use of the RWS for some of the validation rules can be relative slow, so that validating
the full define.xml can take up to 10 minutes (e.g. when the internet connection is slow).

When there is no internet connection, or the RWS server is down (which can happen), there
was no way until now to detect this before starting the validation, and the validation takes
even more time, and is of course incomplete.

In SDTM-ETL v.4.3, we added a feature that, before starting the validation, checks whether
the RWS server can be reached and is working correctly.

If it isn't, additional information about this is provided in the dialog from where one can start
the validation:

https://www.schematron.com/
https://www.cdisc.org/standards/foundational/define-xml/conformance-rules-define-xml-v2-1
https://www.cdisc.org/standards/foundational/define-xml/conformance-rules-define-xml-v2-1
http://xml4pharmaserver.com/WebServices/
http://xml4pharmaserver.com/WebServices/
http://xml4pharmaserver.com/WebServices/


and automatically, all rules that require the use of the RWS are disabled.  One can easily see
this by clicking the "Select/Unselect individual Schematron rules":



As one sees, rule 67 has been disabled, as it uses the RWS, which at that time, is not available
as the server at that moment was down.

Cleaning up define.xml: non-CDISC-CT aliases

In SDTM-ETL, it is possible to add different "Alias" elements for SDTM variables. The best
known one in the "Alias" providing the CDISC-NCI code for codelists and codelists items.
For example:

providing the CDISC-NCI codes for as well the codelist itself (C66769) as well as for the
individual items. More and more, CDISC is using this CDISC-NCI code as the unique
identifier. In some of the codelists, the "CodedValue" is now the NCI code.
That it is a CDISC-NCI code is indicated by the value of the "Context" attribute, which must
be "nci:ExtCodeID" in the case of a CDISC codelist.

During the mapping however, other "Alias" elements may have been added, sometimes even
automatically. For example:



Often, when "cleaning up" the define.xml using the menu "File - Save cleaned define.xml",
one will often want to only retain the "Alias" elements that point to CDISC controlled
terminology. This is now achieved by a new checkbox in the wizard:

Also new is the checkbox "Remove Method References and Definitions from all Variables
that are not marked as "derived". It takes care that all references to, and the method
definitions are removed for all SDTM/SEND variables for which the "Origin" is not
"derived", so only retaining the ones for "derived" variables.

ChatGPT and word similarity use for mapping
suggestions

ChatGPT (based on artificial intelligence - AI) has, for many of us, become part of our daily
life. Especially for SDTM beginners, it can provide reasonable hints for mappings. Therefore,
we have build an interface to ChatGPT into SDTM-ETL v.4.2.
Its use however requires that the user has obtain a ChatGPT API key, which needs to be
added to the "properties.dat" file (see further on).

https://platform.openai.com/docs/api-reference


In order to use ChatGPT for obtaining a mapping hint, first select an item in the ODM tree,
for example "WBC":

Then use the (new) menu "Explore - Ask ChatGPT for mapping suggestions",

leading to a pre-filled dialog:



One can of course than still change the wording of the question.
Clicking "Ask ChatGPT" then leads (after a few seconds) to:

with ChatGPT's answer: "The CDISC SDTM domain to which WBC (white blood cell count)
should be mapped is the Laboratory (LB) domain."

However, when one changes the question into: "To what CDISC SDTM domain and SDTM
variable should I map WBC to?", ChatGPT's answer is not entirely correct:
"The CDISC SDTM domain for WBC (white blood cell count) is LBS (Laboratory Test
Results). The SDTM variable for WBC is LBSTRES (Laboratory Test Result).", as there is no
SDTM variable "LBSTRES". The answer should be "LBORRES", and some information
could be provided about the use of LBSTRESN and LBSTRESC.

We expect however that ChatGPT will rapidly become better, also for clinical research and
for mapping to SDTM and SEND, as there is already so much knowledge available in articles,
forum discussions and blogs.

Another possibility to obtain a mapping suggestion is based on word similarity between the
ODM item name (and the question) and the SDTM coded value and decode in CDISC
codelists. To use it, select an item in the ODM tree (such as "WBC") and then use the menu
"Explore - Find mapping suggestions from SDTM/SEND codelists". This leads to the
following dialog:



Clicking "Find mapping suggestions" then starts a process, the system going to all the CDISC
codelists, and then sorting according to word similarity. This may take a few minutes, so
maybe time to go for a cup of tea or coffee.

When finished, we obtain:



with 2 good hits (100% similarity) for CPTESTCD (in domain CP - Cell Phenotype Findings)
and LBTESTCD (in domain LB - Laboratory Test Findings).
Using e.g. "Diastolic BP" will lead to:

We expect that the use of AI and similar technologies for helping in SDTM and SEND
mapping will in future further grow. Due to the modular design of SDTM-ETL, we can easily
add interfaces with systems that provide such mapping suggestions, e.g. through private or
public APIs.

Additional parameters in the "properties.dat" file

When starting up the software, one of the first things done is to read the "properties.dat" file
which can be found in the directory where the software was installed:

One can edit this file with any simple text editor (but do not use MS-Word), for example with
the simple MS "Editor" or with NotePad or NotePad++. For example:



where lines starting with a "#" are comment lines.

It also allows to set the API keys for the CDISC Library (parameter "cdisclibrarykey") and
ChatGPT (parameter "chatgptkey").
New parameters as of SDTM-ETL v.4.2 that can be set are:

- "postponeodmtreenoderecalculation": when setting to "true" (default is "false"), when
loading a define.xml with mappings, the use of the ODM items in the mappings (color coding
in the ODM tree) will not automatically be done immediately, but the user will be asked
whether he/she wants to further postpone it, or execute it immediately.
The same can also be achieved by the menu "Options - Settings" by checking the checkbox
"Allow postponing ODM tree node usage recalculation":

Users however have asked us to have this as a startup property, so we added the
corresponding parameter to the "properties.dat" file.

- "numminutesforautosave": allows to set the number of minutes between autosaving the
define.xml structure with the mappings at startup time. Some users have complained that the
default of 5 minutes between autosaving is too short, and they want to have a higher default



value (e.g. 15 minutes). This can now be set in the "properties.dat" file.
Also remark that during loading or merging the define.xml from/to file, autosaving is
automatically skipped, in order to avoid interference with the loading process.

We also removed the property to indicate where the Pinnacle21 validation software is located
from the "properties.dat file", as it is unclear whether starting up this software from another
software is still allowed by the Pinnacle21 license. Furthermore, we strongly believe there is
no place in future anymore for Pinnacle21 Community in the world of validation. CDISC
CORE is certainly the future, for which we now have our own implementation. Interfacing
with validation software of other vendors (that implement CORE) is of course still possible.
Just ask us.

Support for SENDIG v.3.1.1
Templates for SENDIG v.3.1.1 have now been added, meaning that when starting a new
project, SENDIG-3.1.1 can be used right from the start.

Display of last define.xml loaded
Often, it is advantageous to work on one, or group of, SDTM/SEND domains only. In such a
case, especially when then still merging with define.xml-s for other domains, one may loose
oversight. Therefore, we added a new feature that shows what define.xml was last loaded,
which is displayed on the title of the main window. For example:

New CDISC-CORE Validation Engine v.0.6.3

SDTM-ETL 4.3 comes with the new CDISC CORE (CDISC Open Rules Engine) validation
software which is considerably superior to Pinnacle21. Version 0.6.3 of CORE was published
on October 12, 2023. Customers who acquired SDTM-ETL 4.3 before that date, or upgraded
to it,  automatically become a free patch update available.

The new CORE version has considerably more rules implemented, as well CDISC as FDA



rules, and must be regarded as the "reference implementation" of the CDISC and FDA rules.
First efforts are now already starting to also implement all the PMDA rules.

For further details regarding CORE v.0.6.3, please see the release website.

CLI / Batch execution: new parameters
New parameters for batch / CLI execution have been added:

Parameter / keyword Parameter
value

Explanation

-POSTPROCESSINGFORLOBXFL none keyword to indicate that --LOBXFL values
must be generated using postprocessing for
Findings datasets.
Requires that the corresponding --LOBXFL
variable is define in the define.xml that drives
the dataset generation.

-GENERATEMERGEDDATASETSSPLIT
DOMAINS

none keyword to indicate that in case that there are
"split domain" datasets to be generated (e.g.
LBUR, LBCH, LBHE), also a "merged"
dataset (and possible the corresponding
merged SUPP-- dataset) needs to be generated.
This dataset than gets the name of the domain,
extended by "_merg" (e.g. LB_merg.xpt)

Bug fixes

In the AP (Associated Persons) domain, there is no USUBJID variable, causing that the
APSEQ value in the post-processing step was not correctly calculated. This has been
fixed. The calculation of the APSEQ value is now based on the value of APID.

When having assigned an "Origin" to a "Non-Standard Variable" (NSV), and using the
option "Move non-standard Variables to SUPP--", QORIG was not populated with the
value of "Origin" in the case of Define-XML 2.0 and 2.1 (it was in the case of 1.0). This
has been fixed.
Remark: QORIG is essentially a design failure: the origin is metadata, not data, QORIG
should never have been added to SDTM.

A problem with referencing ValueList-s for NSV (non-standard variables as
"supplemental qualifiers") in the define.xml has been fixed.

When clicking the checkbox "Remove SDTM variables that do not have a mapping" was
checked, but no such variables were present, an empty list was presented. This has been
fixed.

https://github.com/cdisc-org/cdisc-rules-engine/releases/tag/v0.6.3


When in an if-elsif-else construct, the user forgot to "close" a round bracket, this caused
an error in the transformation to XSLT, and resulted in a message "A serious error has
occurred", leaving the user with no idea what was happening or where to start looking for
an error in one of the mapping scripts.
This has now been fixed: the user is informed in which mapping script the problem is
present. For example:

When clicking on an item in the ODM tree, the cells in the SDTM table in which that item
is used in the mapping is highlighted. Under some circumstances, only 1 of the SDTM
cells was highlighted, even when the ODM item is used in several mappings.
This has now been fixed.
For example:

showing that the value for the "erythrocytes concentation" is used in both the mappings
for LBORRES (Result or Finding in Original Units) as for the calculation of LBNRIND
(Reference Range Indicator).




